H19 induced by oxidative stress confers temozolomide resistance in human glioma cells via activating NF-κB signaling

Background: Recent findings around long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) have opened novel areas of research around their prospective use in overcoming chemoresistance. Herein, we aimed to investigate the role of lncRNA H19 in temozolomide (TMZ) resistance of human glioma cells and the possible mechanisms.

Methods: Short-/long-term oxidative stress was induced, and TMZ-resistant glioma cells (U251TMZ and LN229TMZ) were established. Small interfering RNA (siRNA) and overexpression plasmids were used to modulate the expression of H19 and/or luciferase the reporters. The MTT assay and immunoblotting of cleaved caspase-3, cyclin D1, XIAP and Bcl-2 were conducted to evaluate TMZ sensitivity. Luciferase reporter and quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) assays were used to verify the activation of NF-κB pathways by H19.

Results: Knockdown of H19 in U251TMZ and LN229TMZ cells decreased half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC_{50}) values for TMZ and increased cell apoptosis, and H19 overexpression in U251 and LN229 cells led to the opposite effects, indicating that the H19 confers TMZ resistance to glioma cells. Furthermore, knockdown of H19 decreased the NF-κB signaling, which was revealed by repressed reporter activity and declined expression of its downstream targets in TMZ-resistant glioma cells. In contrast, H19 overexpression in U251 and LN229 cells resulted in an increase in NF-κB activation. Blockage of NF-κB activation by its inhibitor abolished TMZ resistance caused by H19 overexpression. Addition of H_2O_2 to induce oxidative stress largely reversed TMZ sensitivity caused by H19 knockdown.

Conclusion: H19 confers TMZ resistance through activating NF-κB signaling and may represent a novel therapeutic target for TMZ-resistant gliomas.
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Introduction

Glioma is the most common and invasive type of primary brain tumor in the central nervous system, accounting for about 80% of primary malignant brain tumors. Among the gliomas, glioblastoma (GBM) is the most aggressive subtype with most poor survival rates. Constant treatment options include surgical resection, radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Despite much progress achieved in glioma therapy during the last few years, the overall survival of glioma patients remains merely 12–15 months. Temozolomide (TMZ) is a prevalent chemotherapeutic agent for glioma, which induces DNA strand breaks in growing tumor cells. The mechanism of action of TMZ is attributed to cell apoptosis due to induction of DNA O^6-methylguanine. TMZ leads to repair failure due to the MGMT promoter methylation. Therefore, treatment with TMZ alone is insensitive to specific patients who highly express the MGMT. However, similar
Materials and methods

Cell culture

Human glioma U251 and LN229 cell lines were obtained from the cell bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). Cells were cultured using DMEM containing 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and maintained in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO₂ in air at 37°C.

Cell transfections and reagents

An H19 overexpression plasmid was synthesized and cloned into plasmid pcDNA3.1, and the empty plasmid pcDNA3.1 served as a control. Small interfering RNA (siRNA) targeting H19 was purchased from GenePharma (Suzhou, People’s Republic of China), with a scrambled siRNA used as the negative control. Transfection was performed using Lipofectamine®3000 or Lipofectamine®RNAiMAX reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as per the manufacturer’s protocol.

Oxidative stress treatment in glioma cells

Glioma cells were treated with 1 µM H₂O₂ for 1 hour for short-term incubation in vitro. Glioma cells were treated with 1 µM glucose oxidase for 24 hours for long-term oxidation in vitro.

Establishment of TMZ-resistant glioma cell lines

1×10⁵ U251 or LN229 cells were exposed to an initial TMZ concentration of 1 µM for 15 days. The surviving population of cells was grown to 80% confluence and passaged twice over 3 weeks. The concentration of TMZ was then sequentially increased in the same manner to 5 µM for 15 days, 25 µM for 15 days, 50 µM for 15 days, 100 µM for 20 days, 200 µM for 20 days, 500 µM for 25 days, 1,000 µM for 25 days and finally to the concentration of 2,000 µM for the last 30 days. The half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC₅₀) of U251 cell was 1,093 µM, while the IC₅₀ of TMZ-resistant U251 cell was 1,722 µM. The IC₅₀ of LN229 cell was 1,018 µM, while the IC₅₀ of TMZ-resistant LN229 cell was 1,571 µM. The established TMZ-resistant U251 or LN229 cells were designated as U251™ or LN229™, respectively.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted from cells using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific). LncRNA and gene expression in glioma cells were detected using a SYBR Green qRT-PCR Master Mix kit (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Expression of α-Tubulin was used...
as an endogenous control. qRT-PCR was performed using the \(2^{-\Delta\Delta C_t}\) method.

**Immunoblotting**

Proteins were extracted from cells using RIPA lysis buffer (Beyotime, Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China), which was supplemented with a phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (Beyotime). A total of 20 \(\mu\)g of proteins were loaded on SDS-PAGE, followed by transferring to an nitrocellulose filter membrane (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The membrane was blocked with 5% skim milk at room temperature (RT) for 1 hour and was continuously probed with indicated primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. Then, the membranes were washed with PBS and incubated with specific HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies at RT for 1 hour. \(\alpha\)-Tubulin was used as an internal control. \(\alpha\)-Tubulin (1:4,000), cyclin D1 (1:1,000), XIAP (1:1,000), Bcl-2 (1:1,000) and cleaved caspase 3 (1:1,000) antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Trask Lane Danvers, MA, USA).

**MTT assay**

Cell viability was evaluated by using MTT assay. Glioma cells were seeded into 96-well plates at the concentration of 2.5x10^3 cells/well. Cells were treated with different concentrations of TMZ (0, 100, 250, 500, 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 \(\mu\)M) for 24 hours. Then, 10 \(\mu\)L MTT (10 mg/mL) was added to each well and incubated in the dark at 37°C for another 2 hours. Absorbance was determined at a wavelength of 570 nm.

**Luciferase reporter assay**

For luciferase assay, U251 or LN229 cells were seeded into 24-well plates. After culturing for 24 hours, pNF-kB-luc vector (Beyotime) and Renilla vector (pRL-TK; Promega Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA) with or without H19 knockdown or overexpression were co-transfected into glioma cells using Lipofectamine®2000. Luciferase activity levels were measured 48 hours after transfection using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega Corporation). Firefly luciferase activity was normalized using the corresponding Renilla luciferase activity. Data are representative of three independent experiments.

**Statistical analyses**

Data are expressed as mean \(\pm\) SD values. Differences between two groups were performed using two-tailed Student’s \(t\)-test. Differences were considered to be statistically significant when \(P\)-value was \(<0.05\).

**Results**

**Induced H19 expression by oxidative stress and TMZ resistance**

In glioma, two main events are involved with the progression of gliomas: epigenetics and oxidative stress elicited by generation of ROS.\(^2\) We started this study from the speculation that lncRNAs induced by oxidative stress may stimulate TMZ resistance in glioma cells. Two human glioma cell lines, U251 and LN229, were used and treated with short-term (\(H_2O_2\)) or long-term (glucose) oxidative stress, and expression of selected lncRNAs (MALAT1, H19, MEG3) was determined by qRT-PCR. The results showed that H19 was the most significantly increased lncRNA induced by oxidative stress (Figure 1A and B). Additionally, we established TMZ-resistant U251 and LN229 (U251\(^{TMZ}\) and LN229\(^{TMZ}\)) cells by constant exposure to a high concentration of TMZ as described previously.\(^2\) We also analyzed the levels of H19 in the two TMZ-resistant cells. The results showed that, in comparison with parental non-treated cells, H19 was increased in U251\(^{TMZ}\) and LN229\(^{TMZ}\) cells (Figure 1C), which is in accordance with the previous reports.\(^28,29\)

**H19 confers TMZ resistance to glioma cells**

To validate the role of H19 in TMZ resistance of glioma cells, we first used two independent siRNAs targeting against H19 in U251\(^{TMZ}\) and LN229\(^{TMZ}\) cells. qRT-PCR confirmed the knockdown efficiency (Figure 2A). In all, 2 days after siRNA transfection, U251\(^{TMZ}\) and LN229\(^{TMZ}\) cells were treated by increasing doses of TMZ and cell viabilities were detected by MTT assay 24 hours post TMZ exposure. As shown in Figure 2B, H19 inhibition decreased IC\(_{50}\) values for TMZ in both U251\(^{TMZ}\) and LN229\(^{TMZ}\) cells. Immunoblotting analyses of cleaved caspase 3, cyclin D1, XIAP and Bcl-2 expression indicated enhanced cell apoptosis by TMZ in H19-inhibited cells (Figure 2C). To further strengthen our results, we constructed H19-overexpressing cells by introducing H19-expressing plasmid (Figure 3A). In line with the abovementioned findings, H19 overexpression in wild-type U251 and LN229 cells increased TMZ resistance as accessed by elevated IC\(_{50}\) values (Figure 3B) and reduced cell apoptosis as revealed by less cleavage of caspase 3 and more cyclin D1, XIAP and Bcl-2 expression values (Figure 3C). In a sentence, these findings suggest that H19 confers TMZ resistance to glioma cells.
H19 activates NF-κB signaling and therefore TMZ resistance

As is known, activation of NF-κB signaling pathway is accompanied by the acquisition of TMZ resistance in glioma. To test the involvement of NF-κB signaling in the H19-induced TMZ resistance in our study, we analyzed the activity of NF-κB pathway by measuring its reporter and its downstream target expression. pNF-κB-luc vector was purchased from Beyotime. The vector contains three copies of NF-κB response element GGGAATTTCC, which can be
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**Figure 1** H19 expression is induced by oxidative stress and TMZ resistance.

**Notes:** (A) LncRNAs (MALAT1, H19 and MEG3) stimulated by short-term oxidative stress using 1 µM H₂O₂ in U251 and LN229 cells. (B) LncRNAs (MALAT1, H19 and MEG3) stimulated by long-term oxidative stress using 1 µM glucose oxidase in U251 and LN229 cells. (C) The mRNA expression of H19 was assessed by qRT-PCR analysis, and α-Tubulin was used as the internal control. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001 vs the control group.

**Abbreviations:** TMZ, temozolomide; lncRNA, long noncoding RNA; qRT-PCR, quantitative real-time PCR; NS, not significant.
used to indicate the level of transcription activity of NF-κB. As shown in Figure 4A, co-transfection of H19 siRNA and NF-κB reporter decreased the luciferase activity in TMZ-resistant glioma cells (U251\textsuperscript{TMZ} and LN229\textsuperscript{TMZ}), whereas co-transfection of H19 plasmid and NF-κB reporter increased the luciferase activity in wild-type glioma cells (U251 and LN229). We next examined the mRNA levels of targets driven by NF-κB, including cyclin D1, XIAP and Bcl-2. qRT-PCR results showed that H19 knockdown led to reduced expression of these targets in U251\textsuperscript{TMZ} and LN229\textsuperscript{TMZ} cells, whereas H19 overexpression made the opposite effects in U251 and LN229 cells (Figure 4B). To build relationship between NF-κB activation and H19-induced TMZ resistance, we used a specific NF-κB inhibitor, PDTC, to inhibit its intracellular activation. As shown in Figure 4C, pretreatment of PDTC significantly impairs TMZ resistance caused by H19 overexpression, as accessed by MTT assay. These results indicate that H19 could activate NF-κB signaling, which contributes to TMZ resistance in glioma cells.

Oxidative stress reversed TMZ sensitivity caused by H19 knockdown

As described earlier, H19 knockdown sensitized established TMZ-resistant glioma cells toward TMZ exposure.
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Figure 3 Overexpression of H19 increases chemoresistance of glioma cells to TMZ.
Notes: (A) Relative expression of H19 was detected by qRT-PCR in U251 and LN229 cells after transfected with control plasmid or H19 overexpression plasmid. (B) MTT assay was performed to determine the cell viabilities of transfected U251 and LN229 cells with TMZ (0, 100, 250, 500, 1,000, 1,500 or 2,000 µM) treatments. (C) Transfected U251 and LN229 cells were treated with 1,000 µM TMZ for 24 hours. The protein level of cleaved caspase 3, cyclin D1, XIAP and Bcl-2 was assessed by immunoblotting. α-Tubulin was used as the internal control. **P<0.01 vs the control group.
Abbreviations: TMZ, temozolomide; qRT-PCR, quantitative real-time PCR.

(Figure 2B and C). We also showed that oxidative stress was an important inducer of H19 expression in glioma cells (Figure 1A and B). Then, we speculated that short-term oxidative stress triggered by H2O2 might reverse TMZ sensitivity caused by H19 knockdown, since it recovered H19 expression. To test this hypothesis, we first detected H19 expression by qRT-PCR and validated that H19 siRNAs could inhibit its endogenous expression, which could be recovered by H2O2 treatment for 1 hour (Figure 5A). Moreover, pretreatment of 1 µM H2O2 for 1 hour elevated IC50 and decreased cell apoptosis compared with that in the H19 knockdown group, nearly to the control siRNA-treated cells (Figure 5B and C). These results elucidated that H19 induced by oxidative stress contributes to TMZ resistance in glioma cells.

Discussion
Glioma is the most common type of primary brain tumor in the central nervous system, in which GBM is the most aggressive subtype.1-4 The current therapy efficacy remains poor mostly because of chemoresistance, which contributes majorly in cancer recurrence.10 Anti-chemoresistance, especially anti-TMZ resistance, has become a promising treatment strategy for glioma patients. Recently, one of the
most hot targets in glioma TMZ resistance is the discovery of IncRNAs and their key roles.\textsuperscript{31,32}

Using representative cell lines (U251 and LN229), we herein investigated the role of lncRNA H19 in glioma TMZ resistance. Our results revealed that the H19 level was induced by oxidative stress and was increased in U251\textsuperscript{TMZ} and LN229\textsuperscript{TMZ} cells. Cellular assays confirmed that knockdown of H19 in TMZ resistance cells sensitized them to TMZ exposure. Meanwhile, H19 overexpression in U251 and LN229 cells caused TMZ resistance, strengthening that H19 confers TMZ resistance to glioma cells. Furthermore, we found that H19 knockdown inhibited NF-\kappa B signaling, whereas H19 overexpression resulted in activated NF-\kappa B signaling. Blockage of NF-\kappa B activation by its inhibitor obviously abolished TMZ resistance caused by H19 overexpression. Finally, we verified that oxidative stress largely reversed TMZ sensitivity caused by H19 knockdown by inducing more H19 expression.

In fact, numerous studies have shown that H19 is upregulated in gliomas and could drive malignant transformation and promote chemoresistance.\textsuperscript{23-26} Most recently, Jia et al\textsuperscript{29} pointed out that H19 was upregulated in TMZ-resistant glioma cells and silencing of H19 decreased TMZ chemoresistance of glioma cells by suppressing epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) via the Wnt/\beta-catenin pathway. However, whether there are other mechanisms of
Our results showed that H19 knockdown inhibited NF-κB signaling as revealed by decreased NF-κB reporter activity and target expression, whereas H19 overexpression resulted in the activated NF-κB signaling. Importantly, blockage of NF-κB activation by its inhibitor obviously abolished TMZ resistance caused by H19 overexpression.

As is known, epigenetics and oxidative stress are associated with the progression of gliomas. In the present study, we found that H19 could be stimulated by both short-term and long-term treatments. H19 in governing TMZ resistance remains unclear. In the present study, we provided another pathway that might be linked with H19-induced TMZ resistance, that is, the NF-κB signaling pathway. Constitutively activate NF-κB is a major transcription factor linked with glioma, and it may be responsible for multiple cellular functions including apoptosis inhibition and promotion of survival, invasion and immune response. Activation of NF-κB signaling is also accompanied by the acquisition of TMZ resistance in glioma.
long-term oxidative stress. Notably, applying H$_2$O$_2$ to induce oxidative stress majorly reversed TMZ sensitivity caused by H19 knockdown, suggesting that there is a penetrating pathway: oxidative stress produced more H19, which led to TMZ resistance via activating NF-$\kappa$B signaling.

Our study provides more insights into the potential role and mechanism of H19 in glioma TMZ resistance. Nevertheless, there are still some limitations in our study. For instance, our results are based on cellular experiments. More in vitro primary cultured cell work or in vivo data are needed to strengthen our conclusion.

**Conclusion**

Our study revealed that H19 could be stimulated by oxidative stress, and H19 confers TMZ resistance through activating NF-$\kappa$B signaling. LncRNA H19 may represent a novel therapeutic target for TMZ-resistant gliomas. Our results provide new insights into the mechanism linking H19 with glioma chemoresistance.
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